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Self-Study ElsaWin Version 3.2 for Volkswagen, Seat, Škoda und Audi Information Brochure



Self-Study Course on ElsaWin Version 3.2 Information Brochure



Introduction This Information Brochure contains all new features of and modifications to ElsaWin Version 3.2 of March 2005. The information is this brochure is intended for all ElsaWin users who have previously worked with Versions 3.0 or 3.1. All information applies to the VW, Seat, Škoda and Audi brands. Certain information tools and/or functionalities are not yet used by all brands. The brochure concludes with a glossary containing abbreviations and key terminology. All ElsaWin users should work through this brochure carefully. Important text passages are highlighted with the words “IMPORTANT”, “NOTE” or “TIP” and surrounded by coloured boxes. IMPORTANT NOTE TIP You should pay particular attention to these passages. They are there to help you avoid errors and make your work with ElsaWin swift and efficient. Enjoy working with ElsaWin Version 3.2. We wish you every success. ELSA Support Team of VOLKSWAGEN AG Customer Service - Sales
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1. xTime 1.1 What does “xTime“ offer? Version 3.2 of ElsaWin provides you with this new information tool. It improves the systematics for creating and analysing the working hours and thus offers optimum support for the core service process.



In more specific terms, the information tool records all analysis data. It guarantees to accurately calculate and manage the working hours, as well as create and apply the repair operations.



1.2 Working with the information tool When ElsaWin starts up, “xTime“ appears as an integrated information tool (see graphic above). The pages that follow provide an overview of the further steps to be carried out.



1.2.1 Inputting the vehicle data Enter the chassis number into the screen for identifying the vehicle type. ElsaWin retrieves information from the central vehicle database and can therefore provide you with all relevant vehicle data.



NOTE As an alternative to entering the chassis number, you can also call up the vehicle manually by selecting an option in all the fields marked with a red cross.
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Self-Study Course on ElsaWin Version 3.2 Information Brochure 1.2.2 Selecting a repair operation Once the vehicle type has been successfully identified, the main groups and sub-groups are displayed. The main groups and sub-groups are arranged in the same structure as is used in the spare parts catalogue. To select a repair operation: 1. Click on the illustration index (main groups and sub-groups) in order to display the appropriate picture. 2. To select the repair operation, click on the number shown for the part in the illustration. Double-click to display the window for selecting repair operations.



Illustration index (main groups and sub-groups)



ElsaWin Version 3.2



Illustration block
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Self-Study Course on ElsaWin Version 3.2 Information Brochure 1.2.3 Defining the repair operation When the repair operation is accepted, an additional screen appears. You can now define the selected repair operation. The following entries are required: 1. Select the exact repair operation you require in the upper part of the screen. “xTime“ will now generate a main operation. 2. Select the cost unit and the workshop code in the lower section of the screen. 3. To accept the main operation, click on “OK”.



Selecting main operation (3.) Field for selecting the repair operation



Selection field for cost unit (2.)
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Self-Study Course on ElsaWin Version 3.2 Information Brochure When the main job has been accepted, it appears in “RO package”. The left half of the screen in the Fig. below shows the repair operations included in the package and also the list of corresponding spare parts and special tools.



“Calculation” button



Tab “RO package” 1.2.4 Calculation Up to this point, the spare parts required for the job have only been displayed as an element number, i.e. without quoting a price. Likewise, the list of repair operations only shows the time units before calculation. The fields for the calculated external times are also still empty. The repair operation has therefore not yet been calculated – this is also indicated by the red colour of the calculation button. Start the calculation process by clicking on the “Calculation“ button.
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Self-Study Course on ElsaWin Version 3.2 Information Brochure 1.2.5 The calculated job After the calculation, the calculated time appears in the “RO package” box. Any duplicated steps included in the repair operations have been deleted automatically. This means that the times quoted before and after the calculation differ.



Time units before calculation



Time units after calculation



List of spare parts
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Self-Study Course on ElsaWin Version 3.2 Information Brochure The relevant spare parts are displayed when you click on the button for listing spare parts.



Before the prices can be determined you must first specify which spare parts are required. To do so, use the functions “Allocate” and “Manual” or tick the appropriate boxes. When you click on “OK” your price query will be processed by ETKA and will be returned to you including the Genuine Audi part number.



1.2.5.1 Repair operations and sub-jobs The sub-jobs belonging to a repair operation can be displayed once the job has been calculated. Click on one or several repair operations in the top, left-hand section of the window. The corresponding sub-jobs are displayed in the right-hand half of the screen – initially only the “included” sub-jobs.
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Self-Study Course on ElsaWin Version 3.2 Information Brochure The operations shown here have a reference to established service numbers. You can therefore switch to other ElsaWin information tools which are based on service numbers (e.g. “Workshop Manuals”).



The left-hand half of the screen displays the special tools and spare parts relevant for the repair operations.



NOTE Even if there are several repair operations listed, you can display the spare parts, special tools and illustration blocks required for the job at any time using a context menu.
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Self-Study Course on ElsaWin Version 3.2 Information Brochure 1.2.5.2 Other sub-jobs You can also display further sub-jobs in the right-hand half of the screen. To display the required sub-jobs, press one of the buttons shown here. Buttons for sub-jobs: Sub-jobs which were deleted when order was calculated



Sub-jobs



Processing times



Special tools



1.2.6 Splitting working time between two mechanics “xTime“ enables you to split the time units to be billed between several mechanics. Once the calculation is complete, you can open the corresponding selection window using the button with the head symbol in the column “Mechanic”. Now you can split the specified time between two mechanics.



Button for opening selection window



Splitting the specified time between two mechanics ElsaWin Version 3.2
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Self-Study Course on ElsaWin Version 3.2 Information Brochure 1.2.7 Billing by labour rate At main repair operation level, the billing can be influenced by selecting the hourly labour rate. Click in the “MO“ column. This will open a field in which you can select the relevant hourly rate.



1.2.8 Billing by value At sub-job level, it is possible to charge by value.



If no labour rate has been selected, the calculation is carried out using values assigned at subjob level. The total may be composed of two charge rates, if the sub-jobs have been allocated different values.
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2. Maintenance Tables 2.1 Using “Maintenance Tables“ in the Core Service Process When ElsaWin Version 3.2 was launched, use of “Maintenance Tables” as part of the Core Service Process was further improved. In addition to the option of generating the “Maintenance Tables” for each job as early as the job creation stage, use of packages from the “Maintenance Tables” has also been expanded. Once generated, the “Maintenance tables” are stored in the job and can be called up at any time. The new information tool “xTime“ enables job items to be transferred from the “Maintenance Tables“ direct to “xTime“ itself (see Section 2.5).



Job preparation



Agreeing date



Telephone report



Vehicle handover / invoice preparation



Using



“Maintenance Tables“ in the Core Service Process



Repair book-in / Job creation



Quality control /



Carrying out the work Preparing for handover (Workshop findings)



Process steps in the presence of the customer Process steps in the absence of the customer



The generation of “Maintenance Tables” was described in detail in the Information Brochure on ElsaWin Version 3.1. The next two pages contain a brief summary of the working steps, as this procure is also important for the integrated new features.
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2.2 Generating the “Maintenance Tables“ Once you have started the “Maintenance Tables” information tool in ElsaWin, you must identify the vehicle type. “Maintenance Tables” are best generated when a link exists to the following systems: • • •



Vehicle database (central information retrieval) Repair history DMS (Dealer Management System)



NOTE The “Maintenance Tables” will still function correctly, even if there is no link to the indicated systems. The required information must, however, be entered manually.



Overview of dialogue windows In order to generate the correct “Maintenance Tables”, you must make selections for the service event in three consecutive dialogue windows. If this is a “Handover inspection” or a “Service for stock vehicles”, however, the corresponding “Maintenance Tables” are generated in just two dialogue windows. Dialogue window 1 To work efficiently with Maintenance Tables, you must retrieve the repair history after identifying the vehicle type and opening the first dialogue window. Click on the “Retrieve repair history” button. If the repair history includes a service carried out in the past, these data are transferred to the first dialogue window. If no service event is found, you must enter the information manually. Enter the vehicle’s current mileage into the corresponding field.
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Self-Study Course on ElsaWin Version 3.2 Information Brochure Dialogue window 2 The PR numbers dependent upon the respective service and/or maintenance event are displayed based on the data obtained from the central data retrieval. In the “Visual Check” box, you must set or remove a tick. Further information on the “Visual Check” box appears in Section 2.3. If “Handover inspection” was selected from the first dialogue window, the corresponding job items can now be transferred to the order.



Dialogue window 3 The potential additional jobs for the maintenance event are displayed. For vehicles maintained after the “Interval Service” maintenance event, the “Additional inspection jobs for the “Interval Service” are grouped together into one additional job. Highlight these additional jobs in the “Execute” column if the selected service event is an “Interval Service Inspection”.
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Self-Study Course on ElsaWin Version 3.2 Information Brochure You can now transfer the job items to the order by clicking on the relevant button. The prognosis for the next service is displayed in the lower section of the dialogue box.



NOTE When transferring the job items, ensure that you click on the “Transfer job positions to order” only once. Otherwise they will be transferred repeatedly.



NOTE If the Service Advisor is aware that invoices and/or job positions were cancelled for this vehicle during the last maintenance event, he must check against the Service Schedule whether the proposed maintenance generated by the “Maintenance Table” and/or additionally identified jobs are correctly stated. Future versions of ElsaWin will feature a tool for evaluating cancelled job items.



2.3 The “Visual Check“ Box The top right-hand section of the second dialogue window contains the “Visual Check” box.



TIP Always try to carry out the visual check during dialogue with the customer. This enables retrospective order expansions to be reduced as identified faults can be pointed out to the customer at this point. The additional repairs required can then be agreed with the customer himself. Consistent implementation avoids job interruptions. The repair jobs can be completed efficiently at a steady pace.



What is the procedure? You must consciously set or remove the tick in the box, as otherwise the “Maintenance Table” cannot continue the generation process.
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Self-Study Course on ElsaWin Version 3.2 Information Brochure Setting the tick Set the tick is a dialogue is accompanied by a visual check. The “Maintenance Table” tool then generates the following forms: 1. Form containing the “Visual Check” items which should preferably be completed in the presence of the customer. 2. Form containing the maintenance items for the mechanic in the workshop Both forms must be completed and signed and returned to the customer at vehicle handover. Removing the tick Remove the tick if you cannot perform a visual check during the dialogue (e.g. customer not present etc.). In this case, the job items identified during the visual check are integrated into the form along with the maintenance items. Give the customer the completed and signed form at vehicle handover.
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2.4 Transferring PASS packages to the order scope (PASS = Package Offer Service System) ElsaWin Version 3.1 enabled maintenance-relevant job positions to be transferred to APOS. The corresponding spare parts, however, were missing. ElsaWin Version 3.2 now enables both the job positions and the corresponding spare parts to be transferred to the so-called PASS packages. The PASS packages can thus be transferred from the “Maintenance Tables” straight to the job scope. If PASS packages are stored for a particular vehicle type, different lettering appears on the button for transferring the third dialogue window “Transfer package to order” (see Figure). Transfer procedure Click on the button to transfer a complete PASS Package, i.e. job items and spare parts, to the order.



IMPORTANT PASS packages can now be transferred if PASS was activated during installation.



A message appears if all PASS packages have been successfully transferred from the “Maintenance Tables” to the job scope (see Figure).



The following message appears if during the transfer a PASS package was rejected: “Not all packages have been transferred, would you like to transfer the job item(s) instead?” (See Figure). If you answer this dialogue with “Yes”, the system will transfer only the job items.



NOTE If no PASS packages are maintained for the selected vehicle, you can still transfer the job items. In this case, the third dialogue window on the transfer button will as usual contain the text “Transfer job items to order”
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2.5 Transferring to “xTime“ ElsaWin Version 3.2 enables job items to be transferred to the “xTime“ job scope in the “Maintenance Tables“.



Transfer procedure Transferring to “xTime“ occurs by the same procedure as transferring the job items to “APOS“, i.e. using the “Transfer job items to order“ button“.



IMPORTANT Job items can be transferred to “xTime“ only under the following conditions: 1. The “xTime“ information tool is installed. 2. The identified vehicle is supported by “xTime“.



Selecting the cost center Once you have pressed the button for transferring the job items, a smaller dialogue window appears from which you must select the cost center. Select from the charge rates stored in the DMS, which may vary according to customer type. In this example, the following can be selected: • •



2 – Leasing 9 – Customer



If the transfer to “xTime“ was successful, the following message appears, as with the transfer to “APOS”: “All job items have been transferred”.
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Self-Study Course on ElsaWin Version 3.2 Information Brochure If, however, not all job items were transferred, the following message appears: “Not all job items could be transferred. Please check in order scope.”



What does “xTime“ accept? The “Maintenance Table” tool transfers the following data to “xTime”: •



Element number, number type and activity



•



Vehicle data (brand, sale type (3-digit), MKB, GKB, chassis number)



•



(optional) engine number, gearbox number and PR numbers



From this information a clear main job is searched in “xTime”, which is then transferred to the job scope. If “xTime” cannot find a clear main job, the item is not accepted. The following message then appears; “Not all job items could be transferred. Please check in order scope.” (See Figure above).



3. Exhaust emission test, Repair Guidelines In February 2005, a change was made to the data in the “Exhaust emission test” information tool. This change concerns all electronic datasheets for the exhaust emission test, which will be redesigned and/or revamped during this period. Data on engine oil filling quantity and spark plugs is not required. As previously, these values are indicated in the Repair Guidelines for the engine in • •



Repair Group 17 – Engine Oil Filling Quantity and Repair Group 28 – Spark Plugs



and updated only at this location.
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4. Paintwork / Bodywork Repairs The information tool “Bodywork Repairs” was prepared in ElsaWin Version 3.2 for future incorporation into the “Paintwork” Repair Guidelines and make them available to you in the same languages as the Repair Guidelines. Visible symbols for preparation are a modified Icon and new lettering “Paintwork / Bodywork Repairs”.



NOTE In ElsaWin Version 3.2, the “Paintwork” Repair Guidelines can still be found under the globe. The Guidelines are gradually being taken from the information tool “Globe” and used in the information tool “Paintwork / Bodywork Repairs”, depending on the availability of the various languages. Information will be sent in good time via ServiceNet or your importer.
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5. Current flow diagrams 5.1 Overview “Current Flow Diagrams“ have been revised for use in ElsaWin Version 3.1. “Current flow diagrams“ are no longer displayed through Acrobat® Reader, but rather through Adobe® SVG Viewer. This conversion process was a first step towards a future-oriented and interactive “Current Flow Diagrams”, The following new features have been incorporated: • •



Improved navigation within the current flow diagram document The hard copy is printed out, as with other ElsaWin information tools, using the Microsoft® Internet Explorer print function.



• •



New functions in diagrams Improved search functions (new in ElsaWin Version 3.2)
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5.2 New functions in the current flow diagram 5.2.1 New buttons in the document The navigation options and zoom function for the graphics in the document have been expanded by navigation buttons in the document itself. They enable you to: 1. Move the graphic. To do this use the four arrow keys. 2. Zoom in the graphic. Use the “magnifying glass“ button and the “+“ or “-“ symbols. In order to display the graphic in its original size, click on the “magnifying glass” button without symbol.



Button for moving the graphic (1.)



Button for zooming (2.)



ElsaWin Version 3.2
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Self-Study Course on ElsaWin Version 3.2 Information Brochure 5.2.2 Other options for displaying graphics As an alternative to the new buttons in the document, you may still right-click in the graphic. This opens an additional menu containing the other graphic options. “Zoom in”:



The displayed picture is enlarged.



“Zoom out”:



The displayed picture is reduced.



“Original view”:



The enlarged or reduced picture is restored to its original size.



“Search…“:



After opening the search window, you can enter the character string for which you want to search. The search is limited to the graphic!



The following keystroke combinations are also available: •



•



Pressing the [Ctrl] key and at the same time left-clicking on the desire position on the screen enlarges this screen section. The mouse pointer becomes a magnifying glass with a “+“ symbol. Pressing the [Ctrl] key with the shift key⇧ and left-clicking reduces this screen section. The mouse pointer becomes a magnifying glass with a “-“ symbol.



•



Pressing the [Alt] key (a hand anywhere you want.



appears) and the left-clicking moves the picture



NOTE Regardless of which options you use to zoom you can recall the zoom function and enlarge the graphic to see the finest detail. The legend text remain legible as it is neither enlarged nor reduced. The current flow diagram can also be printed in the zoomed condition.
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Self-Study Course on ElsaWin Version 3.2 Information Brochure 5.2.3 Text search The search function within the “Current flow diagrams” has been significantly improved. In addition to the text search in the document offered by ElsaWin Version 3.1, you can now also search for codes, terms and key words in the overview. TIP Use the text search to search for codes (e.g. “382” – code for en earth connection). You can use this feature to search for all listed current flow diagrams on this vehicle. This is particularly helpful if you want to know, for example, which components are linked together via these earth connections. Likewise, you can also search for components and using the search function, skip from one current flow diagram to another.



Text search in the summary (new in ElsaWin Version 3.2) (1.) (2.)



(3./4.) 1. Enter the search term into the search field. You can enter short descriptions or key words. NOTE The key word search is limited to terms contained in the headings of the current flow diagrams. 2. Now start the search using the “binoculars” symbol. 3. The page of a current flow diagram, in which the searched code or key word is found, is highlighted in overview in grey. 4. Double-click on the highlighted grey line to open this page of the current flow diagram. TIP If the information you require is not on the selected page, you can continue the search by pressing the “binoculars” symbol again. The search will then automatically take you to the next page in which the term is found and will automatically open the page without you having to click on the contents overview again.
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Self-Study Course on ElsaWin Version 3.2 Information Brochure Text search in the document Within a current flow diagram document, you can search unconditionally for codes, terms or key words. To use the search function, proceed as follows: 1. Press the [Ctrl] key and the “F“ key on your keyboard. The “Search” dialogue window opens. 2. Enter the search term. Then click on “Continue search”. The found term will be highlighted in blue (see graphic below).



5.3 Print function The “Current flow diagram“ display in the Adobe® SVG Viewer also indicates several changes for the print function. 5.3.1 Default settings in Microsoft® Internet Explorer Before you print out a current flow diagram, you must first make the following settings in Microsoft® Internet Explorer, as the Adobe® SVG Viewer uses its print function. The settings shown here are to be configured only once per workstation. 1. Open Microsoft® Internet Explorer. In the header, click on the “Tools” menu and select “Internet options…”
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2. In the “Internet options“ dialogue window, click on the “More“ tab. 3. Scroll until the “Print” item appears. Activate “Background colours and print diagram“. 4. Then click on “OK”.



5.3.2 Print document From “Current flow diagrams” you can print out either complete documents or single pages of documents. To start printing, open the “Service” menu and select “Print”. The print function menu opens. Depending on your printer, you may be able to configure other settings in the “Print“ menu (e.g. “Print both sides“, “Print pages in range“ or “Print pages“).



NOTE ElsaWin Version 3.2 automatically converts to “landscape“ format. The action no longer has to be carried out before each print operation.
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6. Vehicle Manual ElsaWin Version 3.2 contains another new information tool – the “Vehicle Manual“. This is indicated by a separate icon on the ElsaWin start screen.



ElsaWin’s integrated Vehicle Manual offers the following advantages: •



Current information on the functions of current vehicle types (Exceptions: See Note!)



• •



Information provided direct to the customer Attempts to repair faults caused by incorrect operation are avoided



NOTE The current Vehicle Manual from the selected model year is available. They may therefore differ from the customer’s printed version. As a first step, the introduction of ElsaWin Version 3.2 has made the Vehicle Manual for the Passat 2006> available in both German and English. For the Audi brand, the Vehicle Manuals will be available initially for the Audi A6 2005> and Audi A8 2005> models in German.
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6.1 Working with the information tool In order to guarantee the “Vehicle Manuals” are always current, they are held on a central server at the manufacturer. If you want to use the “Vehicle Manuals”, you need a link to the Central Partner Network (CPN). When you click on the icon on the ElsaWin start screen, you will see the CPN logon screen where you must logon.



It is not necessary to logon if the user is already logged onto CPN. When you have successfully logged on, the information tool opens. Entry into the “Vehicle Manual” is analogous with entry into other information tools. First, you must identify vehicle type. You can simply enter the brand, the model year and the sale type. They you will see a divided information structure which you will already have been from the printed version in the vehicle, i.e. General Information, generally corresponding to the “Hints and Tips” or “Safety First” manual, and also the Vehicle Manual.
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6.2 Structure of the information tool You can navigate inside the displayed document using the table of contents and the list of key words present in every manual (see Figure). NOTE ElsaWin Version 3.2 does not have its own search function in the information tool “Vehicle Manual”. This is planned for a future version. TIP Linking the key word list with the table of contents creates a very efficient search tool.



The table of contents appears in the left-hand half of the screen – the corresponding contents page is in the right-hand half of the screen.



NOTE The language selection functions via the ElsaWin language selection function. The list of available languages is being gradually expanded.
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7. Direct Information System Service (DISS) 7.1 Overview The information tool DISS (Direct Information System Service) has been thoroughly revamped for use in ElsaWin Version 3.2. The complete integration of the HotlineChannel function should be emphasised. New processes in the revamped DISS. • • •



Obtaining a repair approval (duty to notify before repair) Safety-relevant duty to notify (fire, airbag, accident) Technical enquiry



This eliminates the need for separate Hotline Channel applications from Audi, Volkswagen and Volkswagen used vehicles! Streamlining the systems has given rise to numerous advantages, such as standardisation of processes on all brands and time savings through the avoidance of double entries. DISS Monitor The recently introduced DISS monitor provides you with access to all DISS messages created by your Dealership. The answers received on all enquiries can also be called-up via the DISS monitor. The DISS monitor is called up through the dealer portal or through the ElsaWeb favourites (also see Page 40).



Tool Tips Numerous tool tips make working with the new DISS much easier. As soon as you move the mouse pointer over the buttons, texts or symbols, the information indicated in the tool tip appears. NOTE Further information on the new DISS appears in • ELSA Help • DISS Online Training Program (available in certain countries) • the self-study presentation (ServiceNet/Systems) and • the iTV training.
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7.2 Agreeing and preparing for appointments New and special features The contents and functions in the working steps “Agreeing Appointments” and “Preparing for Appointments” are practically unchanged. Some buttons and their positions have been optimised.



Button for informatin tool TPL



Calling-up the information tool TPL (TPL = Technical Problem Solving) Once you have selected the customer code and pressed “save”, the new symbol “TPL” is activated. Now you can click on the symbol to select the item you want in the information tool “TPL”.
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Self-Study Course on ElsaWin Version 3.2 Information Brochure 7.2.1 Obtaining repair approval (duty to notify before repair) If certain cases (e.g. introduction of new models) stipulate a duty to notify before the repair, the repair approval can be obtained via this new function. Prior approvals should be processed while preparing for the appointment, in order to save the customer unnecessary waiting time. Proceed as follows to open the repair approval form: 1. Check whether “TPL“ contains a “duty



(2.)



to notify before repair“. 2. If this is the case, tick “Yes, obtain



repair approval (…)” 3. Save” The “Repair approval” tab now appears.



(1.)



(3.)



4. Click on the “Repair approval” tab, in order to open the Field for obtaining repair approval. (4.)



Notes on the form fields: • Comments on the diagnostic result: Enter the information on the diagnostic work carried out. • TPL-Nr./TPL title: Enter the information on the TPL you are looking for. • Please select the provisional workshop code: The provisional workshop code enables your contact partner to selectively assign the enquiry. Once the required information has been entered, the enquiry is transferred using the “Send” button. The complaint can be further processed once an answer has been received or the response time of 2 hours has expired.
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7.3 Vehicle book-in 7.3.1 Safety-relevant enquiry (SRA) The handling of “safety-relevant enquiries” is now linked to the processes in the DISS. The application form provided is now also provided in DISS.



NOTE For one DISS complaint, you can always process only one enquiry type. Record a new complaint, if you want to process a “safety-relevant” complaint, for example.



Proceed as follows to process a “safety-relevant enquiry”: 1. Check whether the information tool “TPL“ contains a duty to notify.



(1.)



(2.)



2. If so, tick: “Yes, either a fire, airbag or accident event exists (…)” 3. Click on “Save”. The “Safety-relevant enquiry” tab now appears. Æ continued on next page
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4. Click on the tab, in order to open the form for processing the enquiry. DISS Form “Safety-relevant enquiry“ (1.)



(3.)



(2.)



Which data are to be entered? 1. “Record report form“: If you have ticked this box, the report form opens after the form is sent. 2. “Selecting the event” Tick the event that applies to you in this case. 3. “Send“: Then press the “Send” button.



NOTE Once this request is sent, the complaint cannot be further processed until an answer has been received. A note will remind you (see Page 32 below).
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Using the report form: 1. Complete the report form on screen. 2. Then print out Page 1 “Customer Declaration”. 3. Have this page signed by the customer. The signed page remains in your Dealership. 4. Once the entire report form has been completed, send by pressing the “Send” button at the end of the document.



NOTE The accident coordinator will respond swiftly in the DISS or contact you directly.



NOTE Depending on the country, it may be possible to process “Safety-relevant enquiries” by FAX.
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7.4 Workshop findings The new function for recording technical enquiries is a significant expansion in the “Workshop findings” process chain. Proceed as follows to process a technical enquiry:



(1.)



(2.)



(3.)



1. Check whether the information tool “TPL“ contains a suitable article. 2. In the field “Would you like to send an enquiry?”, tick “Yes, send technical enquiry”. 3. Then click on “Save”. 4. The “Technical enquiry” tab now appears. Click on it to open the enquiry form. (4.)
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(1.)



(3.)



(2.)



1. Provisional workshop code: In this field, code at least the first three steps of what you think are potential causes of error. This enables an assignment to established subjects in the TSC. 2. File attachments: Click on the button showing a paper clip to attach a file. The relevant dialogue window opens, First select the type of your attachment. The maximum possible file size is indicated. In the dialogue window, click on the ”Attach file now” button. Once you have attached the files and closed the dialogue, the “paper clip” symbol changes to indicate the attachments.



NOTE File attachments can be recorded in all processing steps of a DISS complaint.



3. Send: Press the “Send” button to send the completed enquiry form to the TSC. The complaint can only be processed further when the answer has been received or 6 hours have lapsed.
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(1)



Receiving answers As soon as an answer is received, it goes into “Inbox”.



After opening the enquiry, the “Detailed view BA“ tab will contain the summary and the answer content under “Communication History“. Feedback information on further questions for the TSC can be placed In the “Message to” field.



NOTE You can also access this information via the DISS monitor.
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Self-Study Course on ElsaWin Version 3.2 Information Brochure Exchange unit M44 (only for Audi brand in Germany) The TSC will provide you with an exchange unit via the so-called M44 process on a case-bycase basis. The current technical enquiry will be notified to you as part of the communication process.



If an answer from the TSC contains the link “M44 Information”, you can open the window containing the delivery and feedback information on the exchange unit. Concluding the DISS complaint The DISS complaint can be concluded once you have carried out the repair and can record the workshop code in 5 steps.



First complete all empty obligatory fields. Clicking on the “Conclude” button opens the feedback form on the enquiry.
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The complaint can now be only be opened via the job list in the DISS monitor.



NOTE Always conclude the DISS complaints after the work on the vehicle is complete.



7.5 DISS Monitor In the DISS monitor, you can call-up all DISS messages and enquiries sent from your Dealership and also the answers received. Calling-up the DISS monitor 1. Option: You can call-up the DISS monitor via the ElsaWeb favourites.



2. Option: Alternatively, you can call up the DISS monitor via the dealer portal in the Central Partner Network (CPN).



IMPORTANT: The Portal Administrator in your Dealership must activate the DISS monitor in the user administration of the dealer portal for you.
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Self-Study Course on ElsaWin Version 3.2 Information Brochure Inbox After being opened, the DISS monitor will always display the “Inbox”. The inbox contains a list of answers on the approval and technical enquiries submitted by your Dealership.



(1)



Calling-up FISH via the chassis number Click on the chassis number (1), in order to open the information tool FISH. Use this function regularly to call-up any current information, e.g. on workshop promotions. In work If you click on the “In work” tab, a list opens showing DISS enquiries still being processed with all their key information.



(2)



Click on the “Notes“ symbol (2) to read or process this message.
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Self-Study Course on ElsaWin Version 3.2 Information Brochure Detailed view As soon as you select a DISS message or enquiry from one of the lists, e.g. “Inbox” or “Sent enquiries”, it opens in the “Detailed view BA”. You can then, for example, complete and send ‘in work’ enquiries or submit feedback on answers received to the TSC. (2.)



(1.)



(3.)



(4.)



(5.)



(6.)



Overview of the fields 1. “Functions:” Contains further information and also information specific to this DISS order. 2. “Communication History:“ This field contains the answer from the TSC. If several communications have taken place, all steps are listed chronologically. 3. “Prelim. info …:“ If required, you can obtain feedback from the TSC before the actual answer to your question is actually received. 4. “Message to:” If required, you can enter feedback or the answer to an enquiry for the TSC. 5. “Copy“ symbol: Click on “Copy” to generate a summary of the DISS order in PDF format. 6. “Send“ button This button is activated as soon as you make an entry in the “Message to:” field. Click on the button to send the message.
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(1.)



(3.)



1. The TSC activates the box “Transfer Org-ID”. The Org-ID designation is highlighted in bold. 2. Enter the Org ID of the receiving Dealership. You will receive the corresponding Org-ID from your contact partner at the Dealership. 3. After pressing the “Execute” button, the process is transferred and the DISS complaint automatically closes in your Dealership. Sent enquiries All enquiries sent by your Dealership are listed under “Sent enquiries”. (2)



(1)



Status information Column (1) shows the processing status of the enquiry at the current point in time. The following symbols are displayed: Under Level 1 “HL1“ (2), you can also view the preliminary information received on the enquiry. The enquiry has been sent but not yet opened by the TSC. The enquiry has been opened by the TSC for processing.
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Enter into lowermost line in the search field the data by which you want to search. Now click on the symbol to start the search process.



TIP Search results can be achieved more quickly by using the following options: If you are searching for a vehicle, for example, that has 8E in the chassis number, enter only *8E* into the search field. After the search is started by clicking on the button, all open DISS enquiries that have 8E in their chassis number are listed.



Job list The job list shows all DISS messages and enquiries sent from your Dealership.



As with the “Search” feature, you can search in the “Job list” for entries in the white fields by vehicle or by job.
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8. Damage Number Catalogue (SNK) Omission of the purchased part manufacturer from the Damage Number Catalogue Previously, the purchased part manufacturer would often be sought from the list in the Damage Number Catalogue instead of reading it off from the damaged part. This gave rise to problems with regressing the costs from the suppliers. For this reason, the list of purchased part manufacturers has been completely omitted from the information tool “Damage Number Catalogue.



IMPORTANT The purchased part manufacturer must be read-off from the relevant damaged part. This is best determined by the Mechanic in the Workshop and entered in DISS in the field provided or annotated on the repair job accordingly. The validity of the manufacturers’ code is verified in the warranty system (e.g. SAGA II).



8.1 Changes brought about by the omission of the manufacturers’ code The manufacture is not only to state when the part causing the damage was removed, but also for repairs in the installed conditions, when no further disassembly is required for reading off the manufacturers’ code. The manufacturer must be coded in accordance with the code on the part causing the damage (manufacturers’ code). This also applies for parts from internal production (e.g. manufacturers’ code AUN and/or WWO).



NOTE Exceptions for Audi vehicles: Manufacturers’ code 001 New, as yet unknown manufacturer not yet lodged in the system. Manufacturers’ code 002 The manufacturers’ code is not recognised. Manufacturers’ code 003 Used for incorrect installation or if the KD number of the next highest assembly had to be selected and no manufacturers’ code is present on the part.
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Self-Study Course on ElsaWin Version 3.2 Information Brochure NOTE Exceptions for Audi vehicles and used Volkswagen vehicles: Manufacturers’ code K21 In cases where the no manufacturers’ code can be read-off from the part and/or not accepted by SAGA, the Code “K21” must be used. Manufacturers’ code NOR If the part causing the damage is a standard part (part number beginning with “N”, e.g. screws, nuts etc.) without recognisable manufacturers’ code, “NOR” must be used. Parts without obligatory code There are some parts, which are manufacturer-wide and not subject to obligatory coding as defined by VW Standard 105 40.



8.2 Overview of manufacturers’ codes NOTE Manufacturers’ code for tyres: Tyres are not subject to obligatory manufacturers’ coding in accordance with the VW Standard. Please take the name from the edge of the tyre and use the Table below for the manufacturers’ code. Tyre manufacturer’s code Barum BA1 Bridgestone FTD Conti COO Dunlop DNO Firestone 6AD Firestone BSR Goodyear GYO Hankook DC6 Kleber KLE Kumho KEJ Michelin MJO Pirelli VEO Semperit DSG Vredestein VR2
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Self-Study Course on ElsaWin Version 3.2 Information Brochure NOTE Manufacturers’ code for lights As manufacturer-wide components, filament lamps and other lights are not subject to obligatory coding in accordance with the VW Standard. In the event of a complaint, please take the manufacturer’s name from the part and use the table below for the manufacturers’ coding. Tradename Philips Osram Jahn General Electric GE Tungsram



Code PHO OSO JAO JAO JAO TMO



NOTE Manufacturers’ code for valve springs For functional reasons, valve springs cannot be marked with manufacturer’s codes by the usual method. The manufacturer is identified by a vertical colour marking approx. 10 mm in width running along all spring windings. Please read-off the colour marking and use the Table below for the manufacturers’ coding. Colour code Green Yellow White Blue



Code MUB JRH EXO YP6



Manufacturer Muhr and Bender Isringhausen GmbH Scherdel GmbH Pernovna Hostivar



NOTE Manufacturers’ code for lenses Lenses are to be coded in accordance with the legal provisions. There is no 3-digit manufacturers’ code. Please read-off the trade name in the code block and use the Table below for the manufacturers’ coding. Manufacturer Covina Guardian Nordlamex Pilkington Sekurit Sikursiv SIV Soliver Splintex St Gobain Sekurit Dura Salgglas
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9. Online Feedback and Feedback Monitor In addition to the established online feedback, from January 1, 2005 at Audi you will receive feedback in the Feedback Monitor. This information tool is therefore available for Volkswagen, Volkswagen Used Vehicles and Audi (Worldwide).



9.1 Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) A page for Frequently Asked Questions has also been set up for Audi in ServiceNet. You can find this page on ServiceNet through Globe Æ Favourites Æ “Frequently Asked Questions on ELSA Contents“ (see Figure).



Before you submit a message using the Online Feedback facility, please look at the “Frequently asked Questions on ELSA Contents” page.
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Click on the relevant information tool and check whether there is a solution or answer provided for your problem or question.



NOTE The “Frequently Asked Questions” page offers solutions and answers for problems of a general nature. The page is continuously updated from the latest online feedback messages received from the Dealerships.



If the “Frequently Asked Questions“ page does not contain the information you are looking key. Press the “Online for, send you message using the familiar “Online-Feedback“ Feedback“ key in the information tool in which you want to submit an error message or suggestion on ElsaWin and which is currently open. This is the only way to ensure correct automatic assignment of the information tool. It is then easier for the downstream locations to process the message.



NOTE If you have a problem with the Electronic Vehicle Identification (ELFI), please assign it to the information tool “Individual Vehicle Service Information” (FISH).
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9.2 Feedback Monitor The Feedback Monitor provides you with feedback to your message. You can view the processing status of your sent messages at any time via the Feedback Monitor (including “Done” status). The link is on the Internet (Globe) under favourites. Click on the



button to call-up the Internet (1.).



button (2.) to display the indicated Internet addresses. Left-click on Now click on the "Feedback Overview", to display the Feedback Monitor (3.). (1.)



(3.) (2.)



Your messages are listed in the Feedback Monitor. You can see precisely which messages were sent from your Dealership when and by whom and what their current status is.



Meaning of the Status: New In work LEVEL 1 + 2 LEVEL 3 Done



= recently submitted message = with ElsaWin Competence Center (Germany) or Importer in work = uses the importer in Export = In work in the plant = Processing complete



NOTE We recommend that you open the Feedback Monitor on a regular basis. You will then be completely up to date with the latest information and multiple messages will be avoided.
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9.3 Feedback message (electronic form) You can use the “Process“ Monitor at any time.



function to view the status of your message in the Feedback



In the detailed view, look under “Comment” (see red arrow) for the feedback and/or current processing status.



function enables you to delete one of your messages from the Feedback The “Delete“ Monitor at any time.



IMPORTANT Delete the messages for which the issues have been resolved. Messages with the status “Done“ are automatically deleted after three months.
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9.4 Creating and submitting message NOTE Explanatory notes to the FAQ’s The ElsaWin FAQs contain known errors, assigned according to ElsaWin information tool with known solution. These must be viewed first, in order to avoid multiple messages. If no solution can be found to your problem in the FAQs, the Feedback Form must be completed and submitted.



The Feedback function can be called-up at icon. any time using the Feedback However, as your feedback is stored on a central server, you must be linked to the Dealer Portal. The logon procedure is analogous with the familiar procedure for the “Individual Vehicle Service Information”, for example. If you are correctly linked to the Dealer Portal and click on the Feedback button, the following form will appear:



NOTE Before you submit the Feedback form, remember that the problem contained in it to be reported can only be assigned to the correct information tool if this is currently active in ElsaWin. Example: You have discovered a problem to be reported in the information tool “Technical Problem Solving (TPL). You can only change the information tool once the TPL message has been submitted. The correct information tool can then be generated in the Feedback form. The following applies for the Audi brand: Enquiries on the content of “Technical Problem Solving” (TPL) are to be reported to Audi Product Support using the DISS “Technical Enquiry” form. All vehicle and order data is transferred to the form. The information flow from which you have retrieved the Feedback form must also be entered, and depending on the information tool, also the assembly. Now you need only your comment (e.g. "Diagram N13-0670 is incorrect. The special tool is missing."). Send the form by clicking on the "Send" button. The form is saved on a central server that can be accessed by all distribution centres and all importers. Your form will be processed here and where necessary forwarded to the manufacturer.
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9.5 Using Online-Feedback IMPORTANT Please use the Online Feedback facility exclusively for notifying content problems in ElsaWin. Online Feedback messages not relating to ElsaWin content are not answered and therefore not deleted. NOTE Please use the reporting system below to notify the following problems, not Online Feedback. •



IS technical problems Market



IS Trade Germany for Domestic [Tel.: +49 (0)1 80 3 11 93 93]



•



Technical enquiries on vehicle problems



DISS



•



Duty to notify “Safety-relevant complaint“



DISS



•



Reports on “Guided Trouble Shooting“ and other diagnostic software problems on the VAS 5051/VAS 5052



DISS



•



Applies only for the Audi brand: Content-based enquiries on “Technical Problem solving“



DISS



10. Individual Vehicle Service Information (FISH) The information in FISH in the “Vehicle data“ area is supplemented with the corresponding warranty code (“Warranty“ item) from the previous HOLZ-/DOSYS system (where available in the central system). The vehicle data now additionally contain the fields “Production datum“ (1) and ”Leasing“ (2). The warrany code can be found under “Warranty“ (3).



(1)



(2)



(3)
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Glossary APOS



Job item system Job items describe the carrying out of work/repairs on vehicles under workshop conditions. The time required to complete the work is determined by work and time studies and by mathematical formulae.



AP



Job item



DISS



Direct Information System Service This information tool enables customer complaints to be handled efficiently. The recorded data help the manufacturer to identify and resolve field problems more quickly. DISS is always used if the customer has a problem with the vehicle and/or the workshop service.



ELFI



Electronic Vehicle Identification



FAQ



Frequently asked questions Frequently asked questions



FISH



Individual Vehicle Service Information



HOLZ/ DOSYS



Dealer online access DOSYS is the translation of HOLZ for importers and export markets



IS



Integrated systems



PASS



Package Offer Service System This is a functionality for providing complete packages for standard repairs and maintenance work. These packages consist of grouped job items and parts, one of whose features enables simplified order handling, parts search, faster parts provisioning and price information for the customer.



PR numbers Primary product attribute The particular equipment installed in a vehicle is recorded by corresponding PR numbers on the vehicle data carrier. SAGA



System for order and warranty handling Formal, logical and technical verification of warranty and goodwill applications to VW/Audi Partners, VZ/Importers and VW AG level.



SNK



Damage Number Catalogue



TPL



Technical remedy



TSC



Technical Service Center
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Exhaust inspection



HI



Help



HC



Hotline Channel



IGG



Maintenance



IN



Internet



KI



General Body Repairs



PR



PASS Editorial



RL



Repair Guidelines



SLP



Current flow diagrams



TPA



Technical Remedy Archive



WT



Maintenance Tables
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